Phylogenetic Reconstruction
* phylogenies important for our
understanding of adaptation, ecology,
function, speciation, and biogeography
* many other biological disciplines enriched
by phylogenetic data
* phylogeny gives us historical perspective…
it tells us the way things have gone
a. the direction of change
b. at least relative timing which came first
…whether changes were coincident or
sequential
c. phylogenies combined with molecular
clocks help us date historical events
d. etc.

Renaissance in Systematics
1) Modernized taxonomic/phylogenetic
philosophies (e.g., importance of
grouping by synapomorphy)
2) Abundant molecular and other new
kinds of data
3) Majors improvements in phylogenetic
inference algorithms and associated
software
4) Deeper understanding of (molecular)
evolutionary processes à better
models

Phylogenetic Inference Enjoying Heightened Interest
and New Applications
1) molecular evolution
e.g.., evolutionary history of gene duplications
e.g., evolution of single gene or enzyme (such as opsin eye pigments)
2) identify sources and track of biological introductions
e.g., to track biological introductions…help identify
sources for natural enemies.
e.g., being used in criminal cases, to infer transfer and
spread of AIDS
3) community ecology
4) conservation biology and phylogenetics
5) etc.

Phylogenetic Inference and/or Descriptive Taxonomy
* descriptive or alpha taxonomy having trouble keeping pace
* lamentable timing given that we are in the middle of a
biodiversity crisis
* if ever there was a time when we needed to be focused on
sampling, collection growth, and species description, now would
seem to be the time…
* perhaps emphasis on phylogenetic inference (at times at the
expense of training in alpha taxonomy) may produce a much
greater appreciation for alpha systematics, systematists, and
deepening appreciation for careful alpha systematic studies…they
are elegant and beautiful

Record Holders for Descriptive Taxonomy

Edward Meyrick described 20,000
spp. of microlepidopterans
(British Scholar/School Teacher)
Francis Walker described
17,000 spp. of insects (British
Museum of Natural History)

C. P. Alexander described
13,000 spp. of crane flies
(UMass Amherst)

Jean Baptiste Lamarck
(1744-1829)

Ernst Haeckel
(1834-1919)

Charles Darwin
(1809-1882)

Ernst Haeckel
Ernst Heinrich Philipp August Haeckel
(February 16, 1834 – August 9, 1919), also written
von Haeckel, was an eminent German biologist,
naturalist, philosopher, physician, professor, and
artist who discovered, described, and named
thousands of new species, mapped a genealogical
tree relating all life forms, and coined many terms
in biology, including phylum, phylogeny, ecology
and the kingdom Protista. Haeckel promoted and
popularized Charles Darwin's work in Germany and
developed the controversial recapitulation theory
("ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny") claiming that
an individual organism's biological development, or
ontogeny, parallels and summarizes its species'
evolutionary development or phylogeny.
From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Haeckel

Louis Agassiz
(1807-1873)

"Three fold parallelism"
for revealing the past

Comparative anatomy: looked for similarity
* unique complex characters accorded special significance
Embryology: developmental progression (ontogeny)
Paleontology: the fossil record
* basal taxa on a tree should appear earlier in the fossil
record

Early Efforts at Phylogenetic Reconstruction
Early phylogenetic reconstructions efforts were somewhat
intuitive, based on careful character study but conventions for
arriving at evolutionary trees were eclectic
- largely based on comparative anatomy
- weighted some features more than others
early workers sometimes wrote of special similarity
- during the Modern Synthesis momentum in genetics and
experimental sciences grew
- phylogenetic inference lost some traction because it was an
historical science and seemingly ad hoc
- in fairness to early workers, many of the groups they
recognized before 1900 are considered valid today

Early Efforts at Phylogenetic Reconstruction
* Some early workers recognized importance of special
similarity
- some characters were felt to be better than others
- losses not equal to presence of a complex structure when
evaluating similarity among taxa
* Roots of synapopmorphy, i.e., “special similarity” mentioned
in many pre-1900 works
* Also early notions about symplesiomorphy, e.g., Forbes (1924):
“The superfamily on the whole is an isolated member of the general BombycidSaturniid series, but not especially close to any particular group; the likeness to
Geometridae, Notodontidae, and Noctuidae being mostly superficial, or due to the
persistence of primitive characters. They may possibly be nearest the Geometridae.”

Evolutionary Taxonomy

* grew out of the New or Modern
Synthesis
George Gaylord Simpson (1902-1984)

* Principle works:
- Simpson 1961: "Principles of Animal
Taxonomy"
- Mayr 1969: “Principles of Systematic
Zoology”

Ernst Mayr (1904-2005)

Evolutionary Taxonomy
* Encouraged rigorous methods for inferring
evolutionary relationships
- emphasized study of fossils
- careful comparative study
- differential weighting of character systems
- classification should be based on
evolutionary hypothesis of common
descent
- branching pattern and degree of
evolutionary divergence
* Evolutionary taxonomists placed emphasis
on morphology and ecology
(virtually no molecular data was available)
* Taxa highly divergent from relatives received higher taxonomic rank

Adanson: Father of Numerical Taxonomy
Some taxa can only be defined by
reference to many characters
monothetic taxon: a group defined in
terms of a single character or set of
features that is both necessary and
sufficient for inclusion in that group.

Michael Adanson
(1727-1806)

polythetic taxon: a group taxa which is based a number of
characters; no single character is either essential or sufficient to
make an organism a member of the a group; in some cases (esp.
larger groups) possible that no member exhibits all the characters
of the group

Phenetics or Numerical Taxonomy
* Major works:
- Michener and Sokal (1957): paper in Evolution
- Sokal and Sneath (1963): "Principles of Numerical
Taxonomy"
- Sneath and Sokal (1973): "Numerical Taxonomy"
* Emphasis on similarity as displayed by a large number
of (unrelated) characters
First attempt for operationally unbiased taxonomy
* Hope was that large sample of characters would capture
phylogenetic relationships or approximate phylogeny

Phenetics or Numerical Taxonomy

* “tree” based on a taxon x taxon matrix

- cells contain either similarity/
dissimilarity values or distances
* early agglomerative methods used to
build “trees” often failed to recover presumed phylogenies
* Modern phenetic techniques that we call distance methods or
distance matrix methods perform far better: minimum
evolution, least squares, neighbor joining techniques, etc.

Phylogenetic Systematics or Cladistics
* Hennig (1950): "Grundzuge einer Theorie
der Phylogenetischen Systematik"
- written largely while Hennig was prisoner
in Italy after WWII
* German fly systematist
* No initial impact in New World until
* 1966 when his book was translated into
English by Davis and Zangerl:
"Phylogenetic Systematics”
* 1966 Lars Brundin published his
biogeographic studies of midges of
Gondwanaland (independently derived
cladograms reflected break up of southern
continents)

Willie Hennig (1913-1976)

Phylogenetic Systematics
Major contributions of Hennig:
1) groups can only be defined by
synapomorphy, i.e., shared derived
features
2) developed methods for polarizing
characters, i.e., criteria for inferring
what is the ancestral vs the derived
state of a character
3) coined autapomorphy, synapomorphy,
and symplesiomorphy
4) strict adherence to monophyly
5) sister taxa must receive equal rank
(crocs and birds canʼt have separate
and equal ranks)

Willie Hennig (1913-1976)

Phylogenetic Systematics
* Hennigʼs classification philosophy
underlies phylogenetic systematics
* we collectively refer to cladistic
methodology as parsimony or maximum
parsimony methods (for phylogenetic
inference
* build a taxon x character matrix
* seek tree(s) with the fewest number of
evolutionary changes that explains all the
observed states in the data matrix
(= parsimony)

Cladistics for Palaeontologists:
http://images.palass.org/newsletters/clastics/Forey.fig5.gif

Statistical Methods for Phylogenetic Inference
* Statistical methodologies combine fundamental philosophies of
cladistics with statistical inference
* likelihood and Bayesian methods based on explicit models of
evolution
* each tree is assessed and assigned a likelihood (probability)
* models parameterized by adding information about how we
believe DNA and now even morphological characters evolve

Maximum Likelihood
* considers the likelihood of the data given a model of evolution:
P[D!H]
* probability of the data given a hypothesis (tree and a model of evolution)
* find tree that maximizes the probability of the observed data
* single result: best guess for topology (or branching pattern and branch
lengths)
Bayesian Inference
* examines set of trees that are likely to be explained by the data:
P[H!D]
* Probability of the hypothesis given the data
* explore a universe of different tree topologies, branch lengths, etc. and
consider likelihood of each (considers and samples a universe of possible
reconstructions)

